
Master luthier Tony Graziano calls the 
ukulele “the peoples’ instrument” because it’s 
small, it rings like a quartet of Pacific Island 
sunshine, and anyone who picks it up feels 
like they can play it.

“The first time I strummed a uke, I was 
fascinated by its sound and immediately had 
to figure how it had been made,” says Gra-
ziano, a longtime Santa Cruz resident. “After I 
built the first one, I had to build more.”

Roughly four decades and 650 custom-
builds later, Graziano continues to produce 
some of the finest ukes in the world from the 
same Santa Cruz shop he’s inhabited since 
the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake.

The ukulele first arrived in 1915 as part 
of San Francisco’s Panama Pacific Interna-
tional Exposition. It rode a second “tiki” wave 
in the 1950s before fading with the hippies. 
The current third wave is three decades long 
and counting. 

No longer reliant on ethnic stereotypes 
or Tiny Tim novelty, the ukulele is being 
redefined and validated by players such 
as Hawaiian virtuoso Jake Shimabukoro, 
iconic hits like Israel Kamakawiwo'ole’s 1990 
cover of “Over the Rainbow”, pop superstars 
like Taylor Swift, and master craftsmen like 
Graziano.

(Above) Master luthier Tony Graziano displays an 
example of one of his hand crafted ukuleles.

M

(Left) A custom-made ukulele, created
by Tony Graziano from curly Koa wood.

By Ryan Masters

Making More 
than Music

Uke maker Tony Graziano brings 
Pacific Island sunshine to Santa Cruz County
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“The first time I strummed a 
uke, I was fascinated by its sound 

and immediately had to figure 
how it had been made,” says 

Graziano, a longtime Santa Cruz 
resident. “After I built the first one, 

I had to build more.”
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Yet the humble uke was not always so 
celebrated. When Graziano began build-
ing the instruments in the early 1980s, he 
shipped 80 percent of his output to the Ha-
waiian islands because no mainland market 
existed.

“Synthesizers dominated popular music 
at the time. On the mainland, there was me 
and one or two other guys making ukuleles,” 
Graziano says.

Back then, the learning curve was steep. 
A burgeoning luthier did not have the con-
venience of YouTube tutorials, online wood 
shopping, or ukulele building kits.

“There were maybe two books in the 
world devoted to the subject. You read those 
and began years of trial and error. That was 
just how you did it,” Graziano says.

As interest in ukes grew, so did Gra-
ziano’s business. He started developing a 
customer base and selling his instruments at 
the Northern California Ukulele Festival. As it 
turned out, Santa Cruz was the perfect place 
to be producing ukuleles. In addition to a 
vibrant uke scene anchored by the Santa Cruz 
Ukulele Group, the climate is ideal.

“The relative humidity here is really 
stable. It never gets too hot or too cold, which 
is good for the wood,” he says.

Graziano builds exclusively with solid 
woods, never laminates. One of his favorite 
combinations is a maple back and side with 

spruce top. 
“It’s a classic sound. The European maple 

is a joy to work with,” he says.
Yet Graziano fully supports the use of 

more sustainable woods like Hawaiian koa, 
poplar, and redwood.

“Instrument makers are trying to get 
away from traditional woods like mahogany 

(Above) Graziano Ukuleles are known for 
their unique creativity. Featured here are 
a Rosewood five-string, cutaway ukulele 
(L) and a"Gretsch style" double neck 
electric (R) with bass and baritone.  It was 
styled after a Gretsch double neck 6 and 
12 string Guitar.

(Above) Tony Graziano and a local furniture maker share a workshop that fea-
tures a collection of state-of-the-art tools.
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(Right) A hand-built device used to cre-
ate curves on the body of the ukulele.

(Above) Graziano places templates on 
wood used for the top of one of his 
ukuleles.

View a gallery of Graziano’s exqui-
site creations, read about the artists 
who play them, and order one yourself 
at GrazianoUkuleles.com. 

and rosewood because they’re no longer 
sustainable,” he says. “Part of it is educating 
the public that this isn’t your grandpa’s guitar 
wood, but it still works great.”

In a local twist, Graziano also uses 
“sinker” redwood for ukulele soundboards. 
This unique material disappeared underwater 
on long-forgotten log-drives to the mill. It’s 
dredged from Northern California rivers after 
decades at the bottom.

“The mineral intrusion creates spec-
tacular colorations, dark streaks. Some of this 
wood has been submerged for a hundred 
years. It’s very hard, which makes it great for 
uke soundboards,” he says.

Graziano makes the full range of ukes -- 
soprano, tenor, bass, and baritone -- in a wide 
array of styles, including exquisitely quirky 
shapes like pineapples. The most difficult 
ukes to build are guitar replicas; instruments 
that resemble, for instance, a Hofner bass, 
a Fender Telecaster, or a Jimmy Page-style 
double-necked, solid body bass-baritone with 
discreet pick-ups for both nylon and electric 
strings.

“About a month into that one, I almost 
gave him back his deposit,” Graziano laughs.

At this juncture of his career, Graziano 
prefers to keep things simple.

“You can have all the abalone inlay and 
fancy wood in the world, but at the end of the 
day, I’m creating tools to make music. All you 
really need is good wood and a quality build,” 
Graziano says. 

Graziano is slowing down, but not 
retired. He still works five days a week and 

receives plenty of orders, but only makes a 
dozen ukes a year, as opposed to the 20 to 24 
he made every year for decades. So does he 
have any advice for aspiring uke makers? 

“Go lighter, go lighter, go lighter. You 
want to make it as light as possible without 
the thing falling apart. It’s helpful to go back 
and look at the original traditional Hawaiian 
ukuleles. There’s almost nothing there. They 
have super lightweight bracing. ❧

More Information
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